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1. LEARNING IN AND FROM CRISES: STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES
By Fredrik Bynander (Swedish Defense University), Eric Stern (University at Albany (SUNY)) and
Paul ‘t Hart (Utrecht University)

What crises reveal
Crises reveal truths about the systems in which they occur.
When a Boeing 747 crashed into an Amsterdam apartment block in 1992, it revealed both the segregation of the
local housing market and the limits of municipal record-keeping in a globalising city, as the city administration
proved unable to determine who had actually lived and died in the destroyed apartments. The collapse of giant
American financial corporations in 2008 revealed a culture of excessive risk-taking in the financial sector bolstered
by regulatory negligence. The 2018 Genoa bridge collapse revealed the Italian roads operator Autostrada’s record
of sustained laxness towards essential maintenance work on critical infrastructures.
The COVID-19 pandemic is no different. It is unrelenting in revealing gaps in the resilience of health care and
emergency management systems. It has exposed often overlooked downsides to the ‘just-in-time’ logic of
globalised and outsourced, heavily rationalised supply chains, including critical medical equipment.
It has exacerbated social disadvantage by hitting hardest those already in low-paid, casualised employment, the
unemployed, or experiencing disability and/or poor health. It has cast light on the ‘collateral damage’ that results
from today’s bifurcated job markets, communities, and lives. And with lockdowns confining vulnerable spouses and
children to unsafe homes, it could put the creeping crisis of domestic abuse, child poverty, neglect and abuse into
sharp relief.
At the same time, crises also reveal the strengths of our systems. We have seen the remarkable scale and pace of
self-organising community resilience. We have seen public agencies stepping up to work at breakneck speed and
in unusual unison to address urgent community needs. And we have seen governments willing to adopt a bipartisan and more explicitly evidence-based approach to policymaking and communicate that to stakeholders and
the public. This has come with rewards. In the first few months, even the seemingly entrenched disaffection with
public institutions gave way to a surge in public confidence in leaders and governments that were seen to be
serious about governing in a crisis. At the same time, in countries where leaders and organisations failed to step up
this led to erosion of public confidence.

Learning both during and after crises
In short, crises are great teachers for those willing to learn from them. There is much we can learn from the
COVID-19 crisis about hitherto hidden vulnerabilities and assets in our communities, our economies, our essential
services and our governments. In a protracted crisis like COVID-19 learning should occur both during and following
the acute response stage. What could that look like? Here’s an example:
In 1993, The FBI came head-to-head with a determined religious cult called the Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas
under the leadership of its “final prophet” David Koresh. After a failed and bloody attempt at incursion by federal
law enforcement, the special agents in charge of dealing with Koresh abandoned negotiations. They were no
longer willing to consider alternative options for resolving the standoff other than overpowering the cult, which they
saw as being in the grip of a reckless, dangerous, authoritarian leader. In the heavy-handed raid on buildings that
then ensued, 79 Branch Davidians including many children perished.
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Just three years later, the FBI again faced a group of religiously motivated individuals sequestered at a remote
farm outside the town of Jordan, Montana. The “Freemen” resisted the foreclosure of their farm, claiming that their
rights under “common law” were being violated. This time, the FBI used tactical caution and behavioural insights
into the philosophy touted by the leaders of the Freemen to negotiate a peaceful surrender. Many of these lessons
have been institutionalised at the FBI and have informed the approach taken in many subsequent events, including
the 41-day Malheur Wildlife Refuge occupation of 2016.
The FBI exhibited the ability to learn – not only from the failure in Waco which had cost the organisation
reputational losses of the first order, but during the standoff with the Freemen: it first tried conventional negotiation
techniques and, when these proved unsuccessful, adapted its strategy midstream after seeking outside counsel.
Both modes of learning are important assets when facing tumultuous and uncertain developments to which leaders
must find solutions by prodding and poking the problem to see if any known remedy is effective.

Why learning from crises is tough and sometimes impossible
But it is not easy. Learning within a crisis requires the capacity and discipline to organise rapid cycles of debrief,
evaluation and reflection-in-action. These are relatively well-institutionalised in the military and in emergency
response agencies as well as in organisations in the energy, civil aviation and petrochemical sectors that work with
high-risk technologies. It is still quite rare in other sectors, including most parts of the public sector, though that may
change with the gradual dispersal of techniques that incorporate rich and short feedback loops, such as real-time
dashboards (a key feature of the COVID-19 response in many jurisdictions) sprints and design thinking.
Learning after a crisis usually takes the form of more elaborate and formalised lesson-drawing inquiries, in high
profile cases often including external or peer reviewers. Crisis inquiries can lead to productive institutional learning,
but this is by no means a given. Research suggests several reasons why this is so:
• Drawing general lessons from in-depth scrutiny of a single case
is tricky. A major and contentious case has high signal value,
but unless some form of broader comparative and contextual
analysis takes place, the extent to which its conclusions and
Learning within a
therefore its recommendations can be confidently applied more
broadly is limited.
crisis requires the
• Crisis inquiries can entrench a single set of experiences
capacity and
packaged into a single historical analogy which can become so
dominant within the system’s collective memory and mindset,
discipline to
that it unwittingly gears itself up to fight the last war – only the
last war, and only a particular version of it.
organise rapid
• Organisations often prove much more adept at learning
cycles of debrief,
relatively ‘safe’ technical lessons about their processes and
procedures and dramatising deficiencies in infrastructure or
evaluation and
equipment they wish to acquire (pointing to the need for
reflection-in-action.
improved communications equipment is a perennial in law
enforcement and emergency response contexts). There is often
less of an inclination to seek learning at the deeper and more
strategic level of the beliefs, values, and cultures that underpin
and sustain their policies and practices.
• Policymakers and organisations who are the subjects of the inquiry may adopt a posture of ‘delay, defend and
deflect’ rather than ‘investigate and improve’. When they do, the logic of blame management crowds out the
appetite for institutional learning. At the very least it severely curtails the depth and scope of the lesson-drawing
that does occur.

“
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• The sheer number and scope of the recommendations produced by many crisis inquiries can tax the system’s
capacity to absorb, implement and follow through on the swathes of proposed changes. Even as ministers and
agencies seek to demonstrate their resolve to heed inquiry recommendations, there is reason to doubt the
value-add of such long ‘shopping lists’ of recommendations: a flurry of disparate changes does not necessarily
add up to a coherent whole within and across portfolios.
• Finally, no two threat events or crises are identical. When lessons learned in the aftermath of one crisis are
mechanistically applied to the next, the learning that has occurred may hinder rather than help the quality of the
response to that new situation.
Moreover, regardless of their stated purpose, lesson-drawing may not be what post-crisis inquiries are actually
about. Inquiries serve other functions whose rules of engagement compete with those of the open, inquiring
mindset and the ‘safe’ blame-free disclosure of doubts, dilemmas and errors that are essential for productive
learning processes.
Crisis inquiries can be vehicles for mourning, redemption and closure for victims and first responders. They can be
forums for enacting professional and political accountability. They can be crusades for fault-finding, blame
assignment, and purging of incumbent elites. They can be launching pads for strategic attempts to terminate
programs, reform agencies, or for policy entrepreneurs pushing for pet innovations that stood no chance of
acceptance before the crisis.

Learning from crises
OPPORTUNITIES AND LEVERS

• Rich feedback streams: Crises elicit systematic scrutiny and focus attention on existing policies,
systems and processes
• Momentum to avoid repetition: Temporary ‘unfreezing’ of otherwise taken for granted features of the
status quo, pressure to demonstrate government is ‘doing something’ to take away from the crisis
experience
• Mature professionalism: in many professions/sectors (e.g. civil aviation), negative feedback is valued,
even sought, as key to self-improvement
• Institutional meticulousness: ‘Bureaucratic’ rhythms and pace enable methodical research, trialling and
piecemeal implementation of ‘lessons learned’
CHALLENGES AND BLOCKAGES

• Defensive reflexes: Self-justification and self-preservation instincts crowd out space for double-loop
lessons
• Aborted learning: Momentum fades once political accountabilities are settled, public spotlight shifts,
and chief sponsors move on
• Shopping-list learning: Disjointed implementation of multi-item ‘shopping lists’ provided by inquiries
• Opportunistic learning: Cherry-picking inquiry recommendations to implement only those lessons that
are institutionally convenient or politically palatable
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Learning to learn from crises – the role of leaders
Crises can teach us a lot about how we do things, but in and of themselves they teach nothing. If leaders want to
capitalise on this learning potential use crises to build understanding – of what we value, what we are good at,
which risks and vulnerabilities we attend to, and who gets what when and how - then they must actively engage
with the work of learning from what they and their systems experience during crises. As we have seen, waiting for a
post-crisis inquiry to prompt reform is no substitute for leaders who ensure that organisations are themselves
equipped to learn from a crisis as it unfolds.
What might leading this ‘work of learning’ consist of?

Learning during crises
1. Self-monitor
Document your performance. No matter how busy everyone gets in responding to the crisis of the hour, leaders
should ensure a unit of qualified staff records vital flows of communication, deliberation, decision making,
coordination and collaboration. Drawing on that data and mixing it with field reports and social media analyses,
this unit should compose and continuously update a rolling chronology of events and actions. In addition to
building this factual record, they should also construct a detective’s list (who, what, where, when, how) of key
challenges, dilemmas, discrepancies, and discussions that arose along the way. During the H1N1 outbreak, the
European Center for Disease Prevention and Control not only kept logs and records but developed a Field
Epidemiology Wiki to capture good practices, pitfalls and other noteworthy experiences in real time and
coproduced by all members of the organisation.
2. Self-analyse
Organise and create space and breaks in the operational tempo to enable reflection-in-action. Actively lean
against your own and others’ tendency to slide into reactive mode. Force yourself and your team to periodically
(perhaps once a day, or once a week, depending on the pace and time frame of the crisis) step back from firefighting (literal or metaphorical) mode. Ensure everyone is present in body and mind when you have these
discussions. State the purpose: to make sense of what we have been doing and to discover how we may
improve while we are still at it. Get presented with the record and discuss key issues emerging from the staff
unit’s detective work. Make sure other parts of your system adopt a similarly disciplined approach to organising
rapid feedback loops. In protracted, large-scale crises such as COVID-19 it may be possible to bring in outside
experts or professional peer reviewers for additional “distance” and objectivity in providing feedback. This was
done by the European Center for Disease Prevention and Control several weeks into the H1N1 crisis when it
became clear that the organisation was not properly ‘rigged’ to cope with a protracted public health emergency
of the kind they faced.
3. Self-correct
Draw on the yield of debriefs and periodic reflections sessions to optimise, adjust and, if needed, stop and
reinvent current crisis response operations. When things are still very hectic, pick a limited number of lowhanging fruit – low effort, high impact adjustments, no-regret improvements. When there is more time to
breathe, consult more widely about more far-reaching and potentially more disruptive and controversial change.
Note that the respite between ‘waves’ of a pandemic is an invaluable opportunity not only to identify lessons but
to make critical changes before the next wave hits.
4. Empower the front line
Demonstrate that you are keen for any data, insights and intuitions, and other suggestions that may help the
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system do what it should, or help it work better. Show that reporting errors and problems is not just safe but
valued: reward mistake-makers who come forward proactively. Give the lower ranks maximum discretion to
improvise and innovate in their operations; just ensure they share their experiences, warts and all, so that the
learning cycle may be widened. Creating a ‘high reliability’ learning culture in crisis when the need is obvious
can help to create or reinforce safety and innovation cultures that can carry over to improved steady-state
operations as well.
5. Exploit the long duration
When, as in the COVID-19 crisis, a system is required to operate in exceptionally challenging circumstances for
long periods of time, this may present leaders with the opportunity to turn its initial improvisations into field
experiments with new ways of organising, new service delivery models, new ‘social contracts’ between
managers and staff, or between purchasers and providers. What would otherwise be the subject of long-running
‘what-if’ discussions can now be tried, tested and adjusted over time. Lasting change can occur through
habituation to new practices, new norms, and new relationships.

Learning after crises
6. Prepare your narrative and your numbers
Consolidate the evolving real-time chronology into a larger strategic narrative of your system’s experiences,
actions and learnings during the crisis. Debrief early and widely across your system and among your
stakeholders, collect stories of success (and failure) crunch your data systems’ and dashboards’ numbers and
use these ingredients to correct, validate and enrich the narrative.
7. Welcome scrutiny (but nourish it with your narrative)
As noted, major crises are always followed by inquiries, often of more than one kind – professional, forensic,
political, legal – and performing more than just a learning function. These inquiries are like the weather:
essential and inescapable. Like for the weather, you should prepare for external scrutiny and criticism. That is
where having a robust, well-researched, honest narrative of your own may be exceedingly helpful. It tells your
side of the story, shares your dilemmas, frames the issues, and promotes your learning and change agenda. If
the inquiry turns out to be a storm, it may offer a measure of protection; if the inquiry turns out to be a benign
wind, it may serve as a sail to propel forward movement.
8. Ensure the focus goes beyond the case at hand
Resist the trap of the learning effort to be wholly centered on the crisis that has just happened. This will lead to
an overly narrow diagnosis, unbalanced evaluation, over-generalised conclusions, and myopic lesson-drawing
focused on gearing up for the last war. Do not let a forensic examination of the one instance, however rigorously
conducted and elegantly written (as was the 9/11 Commission report, for example) seduce your authorising
environment to impose lessons on your system that you know are unlikely to be helpful in the many other
possible crisis scenarios your system could face. Insist on purposefully targeted comparisons across time,
space, type of crisis, sector and/or jurisdiction being undertaken. In other words, add the latest crisis to the
experience base and draw broadly rather than narrowly based conclusions. This is key to contextualising the
recent experience and drawing robust and constructive lessons.
9. Ensure multiple vantage points are explored
What goes for what one looks at when investigating and learning from a recent crisis also goes for how one
looks at and evaluates one’s performance during the episode: there is value in diversity, comparison and
multiple perspectives. Encourage the use of techniques such as multi-criteria evaluation, counterfactual (what-if)
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analysis, sensitivity analysis, and multiple scenario development in post-crisis lesson-drawing exercises. Put not
just technical (‘single loop’) but also strategic (‘double-loop’) policy questions squarely on the agenda. Doing all
of this does not make inquiries and lesson-drawing exercises any easier to conduct, but greatly enhances the
significance and robustness of their findings and recommendations.
10.Stay focused and keep your system on its toes
Resist the understandable desire of your colleagues to breathe a sigh of relief, get some well-earned rest, and
‘move on’. Make sure the system does not stop ‘dwelling on the past’ until you are satisfied that a thorough and
broadly supported set of interpretations and learnings has been ‘worked through’ at all levels and across all
relevant parts of your system. Prevent it from getting away with paying lip service to the learning agenda that
has emerged. Likewise, do not allow the system’s learning capacity to be undermined by mindless compliance
with new standards and procedures. The next crisis can never be faced effectively by allowing the complacent
assumption to take hold that your system has already learned its lessons and can therefore afford to stop
thinking improvising and adjusting, just when these are most needed.
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2. CRISIS AS OPPORTUNITY?

MYTH AND REALITIES OF CRISIS-DRIVEN REFORMS

By Arjen Boin (Leiden University), Allan McConnell (University of Sydney) and Paul ‘t Hart (Utrecht University).
Reflections on COVID-19 the world over have referenced former Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s now famous
quip: ‘never let a good crisis to go waste’. But seldom is the crucial question asked: what is a crisis an opportunity
to do, exactly, and how? It is certainly true, as Albert Einstein observed, that one can find opportunity in the midst
of difficulty, especially those who have the wherewithal to spot the upside of down. By exposing our vulnerabilities,
crises open up space for change. They can create space to finally discard ineffective, wasteful, and unjust
practices, or to reassess entrenched values and priorities. They are a chance to advance new ideas, to try new
ways of doing things, to form new coalitions.
Astute leaders have always understood that crises provide such
serendipitous opportunities. Bob Hawke and Paul Keating
leveraged economic stagnation and an outsized budget deficit to
design a decade of unprecedented economic reform. John Howard
responded to the Port Arthur massacre with the world’s most
effective gun control reform (a model emulated recently by Jacinda
Ardern after the Christchurch attacks).

“

By exposing our
vulnerabilities,
crises open up
space for change.

The COVID-19 crisis, exceptional and as shattering as it is, could
prove to be no different. The remarkable improvisations that took
place in the acute response phase have the potential to transform
how governments operate. The prospect of crisis-driven innovation
has enthused many. Realigning policy priorities improved public service delivery, smarter working practices, and
improved outcomes for citizens and stakeholders – in many sectors of government, reforms appear to be just
around the corner. But we must not ‘waste’ the crisis, as meaningful change never just happens of its own accord.
The sad truth is that research shows that many crisis-driven reform proposals never reach the political finish line.
For example, Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd and Climate Change Minister Penny Wong did not get carbonpricing up in the midst of peak drought, Al Gore’s Inconvenient Truth and IPCC horror scenarios about climate
change impacts. Rudd’s successor, Julia Gillard, did put up a ‘minerals resource rent tax’ on highly profitable
mining companies, triggering a vehement campaign to repeal it, which was duly done once opposition leader Tony
Abbott had won the election. Versions of this pattern of ‘non-reform’ or aborted reform in the face of the creeping
crisis of climate change can be found worldwide.
Moreover, research also shows that crisis-fuelled reforms that do get enacted are not always an unmitigated
blessing. The reprioritisation of domestic violence across Australian governments following Luke Batty’s death and
Rosie Batty’s advocacy in Victoria led to massive reinvestment, machinery of government changes, and program
rollouts – but it is hard to demonstrate that all this activity contributed to diminishing incidence of family violence or
the profound sense of disempowerment of those affected by it. The US government and many other countries,
including Australia, passed sweeping reforms of national security governance in the wake of 9/11 that may well
have made their countries safer. But in doing so they also opened a path towards an increasingly data-hungry,
intrusive surveillance state and a troubling growth of executive power.

Curb your enthusiasm: vetting crisis/reform strategies
Before leaders embrace the idea that it is now or never for exploiting recent memory’s greatest global crisis to
make bold reforms, they may want to reflect on the ten questions below. Unless leaders can craft convincing
arguments in response to them, they risk having their crisis ‘go to waste’.
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1.

For which problem, precisely, is reform the answer?
An opportunity is not a problem, so what particular state of affairs do we consider unsustainable and what
are its root causes that we need to address?

2.

What are we really trying to achieve here?
Are we so intent on demonstrating visionary leadership and rushing through reforms that we are foregoing
the careful crafting of viable reforms that can be put into practice effectively? If the answer is ‘yes’, go back
to square one.

3.

What scale of reform is really needed?
Sweeping reforms may look good, but the risks are high. Are they really necessary? Can we fix the problem
with a little more attention or additional budget, perhaps by changing a few rules or replacing a few people?

4.

Do we have a strong operating theory?
All policies have inbuilt theories of change: causal assumptions that rolling out measure X, decentralising the
authority to decide Y, or injecting large amounts of cash into Z will lead to desired outcomes. How sound are
those theories of change? When thought up in the midst of crisis, there is always a risk of reforms turning
into the bureaucratic professional’s primal fear: ‘policy on the run is policy underdone’. Are there too many
links in the chain, weak spots that might break, or behavioural assumptions that we are overselling? If the
answer to any of these is ‘yes’, do we have a means to mitigate these at the design stage?

5.

Do we have the resources to pull it off?
Crises can produce budgetary flexibility, but the more flexibility you get in the short run, the likelier it is that
purse strings will be reined in across the longer term. Can we obtain the dedicated budget we need and
protect it over time?

6.

Can we, and dare we, move swiftly?
Crises can be leveraged to dramatise the vulnerabilities of the present order. The blizzard of publicity may
create an illusion that everybody wants to reform it, but once a measure of control is restored priorities
change. When fears subside and losses are being absorbed, people get on with their lives, journalists search
for other stories and politicians follow the media caravan, and the felt urgency for change can dissipate
quickly. Can we move swiftly enough and build momentum for change that will not be slowed when things
return to normal?

7.

Who stands to lose or be alienated?
Every status quo has its beneficiaries, and every public program has its rent seekers. Reforms imply
changes to the balance of winners and losers. Those who stand to lose from change rarely quietly fade into
the background, even when they lose the initial battle to prevent enactment of reform. They wait, regroup
and pounce when the reform process hits tough spots or when reform results are not quite as expected. So,
who are the losers, and do we have a strategy for handling them and their supporters?

8.

Do we understand the forces we are unleashing?
One of the greatest sociologists of all time, Robert K. Merton, popularised the notion of ‘unanticipated
consequences’. Following Merton’s advice, do we know what we don’t want to happen, and is there anything
we can reasonably do to prevent the bad that comes from a reform eclipsing the good? As we struggle to
engineer economic recovery from COVID-19, what unintended consequences might we be setting ourselves
up for? For example what do we do to ensure that today’s solutions to mitigate COVID-19’s impact on the
economy do not exacerbate our inaction (and thus vulnerability) to the mother of all future crises – climate
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change?
9.

Are we having the disagreements we need to have?
Crisis governance puts policymakers in bunker mentality mode. There is centralisation of power (National
Cabinet-style), encouragement of quick decision making, improvisation and rule-breaking at the lower levels,
accompanied by an unprecedented emphasis on consensus and collaboration in the fight against the
common threat. This can be helpful in the acute response phase. But when this style of governing is used to
impose crisis-driven reforms, it is a recipe for haste, groupthink and ‘fantasy documents’ – for reforms
begetting their own opposition and increasing the likelihood of collateral damage (think: wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq) and unintended consequences (think: pink bats). Many policy fiascos and reform failures originate
in excessive consensus and inner-circle decision making. For crisis-driven reforms to be smart and robust,
they need to have been vetted, argued over, reconsidered and revised. Has this been done? And did it
involve not only their architects and political supporters but those who are required to implement them and
wear their consequences?

10.

Do we have a Plan B?
When a grand reform initiative falters, those who stood to lose from it will wield their axes. The political and
institutional damage may be much deeper than a reform that never came off the ground. Grand reforms are
accompanied by grand promises; fraught reforms rekindle the very frustrations they are trying to address.
This means you will need off-ramps: moments to declare partial victory, securing what has been
accomplished. You will need to have alternative ideas and strategies to deal with emerging contingencies.
Reform projects require intense oversight and a huge amount of political capital. Can you afford to bet your
entire bank at once?

The moral of the story? Crises can beget reforms, but the work of designing, selling and implementing these
reforms needs to be done not only with zeal and zest but with prudence and foresight.

References
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3. NAVIGATING COVID-19’S NEXT STAGE:
A STRATEGY OF ADAPTIVE LEADERSHIP
By Robbie MacPherson (Adaptable Leadership, Sydney) and Paul ‘t Hart (Utrecht University)
It will take medical and social scientists of all stripes decades to tell the full story of COVID-19 and dissect its full
impact, meaning and lessons. Unfortunately, the leaders we now look to for keeping us safe, rebuilding our
economies and mitigating the social and (geo)political damage caused by the virus do not have the luxury of time.
They have to make sense and act in real-time, under conditions of high uncertainty, in a rapidly changing
landscape, amidst enormous expectation and for exceptionally high stakes. What can they draw upon to improve
their chances of leading wisely and effectively through to that elusive ‘New Normal’?
A new context requires new thinking and approaches. It may seem indulgent to talk about theory in a time of crisis,
but as the maxim goes, “Theory without practice is foolish; practice without theory is dangerous.” One conceptual
tool that is useful and timely for public service leaders is the Adaptive Leadership model, developed by Ronald
Heifetz and colleagues at the Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. Their work provides leaders with a sensemaking, diagnostic framework and a range of actions to guide their practice.
In a crisis, the first task of any responder is to diagnose the nature of the challenge they face. The temptation for
leaders to make sense of the situation intuitively and rapidly rush into action using familiar approaches is
understandable but potentially unhelpful. Heifetz distinguishes between Technical problems and Adaptive
problems. Technical problems are ones we face that are within our
current range of understanding and amenable to our current skill
set. They can be dealt with by the expert-policymaker who can draw
on
their formal authority and apply their existing repertoire(s). The
The temptation
margins of uncertainty and disagreement are limited to questions
for leaders to
about which of the available known solutions will work most
effectively, most efficiently and with least negative side effects.

“

make sense of
the situation
intuitively and
rapidly to rush
into action
using familiar
approaches is
understandable
but potentially
unhelpful.

We have seen multiple examples of Technical problems being
addressed in exemplary fashion during the past few months, with IT
managers, HR departments, economists, education departments,
school principals, health experts, engineers and hospitals mobilising
their expertise and systems to tackle various aspects of the COVID19 challenge. The extraordinarily successful response to the health
dimension of the crisis in Australia and New Zealand has been
testament to quick and sensible public policy settings and the
collective skill and agility of the public services.
The public at large have rediscovered, as with the summer fire
crisis, that when it comes to the technical work of countering serious
threats to public health and safety, governments can be trusted to
deliver. In-fact in times of crisis it is only governments that have the
power, resources and experience to protect lives, the economy,
jobs, people’s welfare, whole industries. In other words, we have
been largely successful at the technical side of the challenge.

The nature of the second type of challenge Heifetz and colleagues discern is significantly trickier. Adaptive
challenges are ones that are unfamiliar, where is there is no real agreement on the exact nature of the challenge or
the required response. For example, climate change, race, inequality or refugees. When something changes in our
operating environment and our systems encounter these challenges, we need to undertake not only important
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technical work but also orchestrate a process of adapting existing mindsets, values, attitudes and behavioural
norms. The mistake many leaders make when faced with adaptive challenges is to focus on the former and fail to
do the latter.
The past few months can offer significant clues on what this adaptive work might consist of. In a few short, brutal
months this pandemic has swept in, disrupting all in its path. Faced with the overwhelming threat of a pandemic
and the resultant economic tsunami, we have seen firms, governments and community sector organisations
respond with remarkable innovation and agility, engaging in remarkable feats of improvised temporary adaptation.
They figured out how to stay afloat and continue to operate with entire workforces moving within days to work from
home. They have made vital logistical and infrastructural chains work under very difficult circumstances. Working
through this period with multiple leadership groups across continents we have continually heard executives express
surprise and delight that ‘within days we managed to take steps which usually take us months or years to achieve.’
Why is this? Firstly, we had a clear orientating purpose to work towards. There is nothing like a genuine crisis to
focus the collective mind. Secondly, and related, the heat was turned right up by the nature of the challenge. We
were staring into life and death, mass-unemployment, the collapse of the economy. Thirdly, the lack of time freed
us up to take risks, experiment and innovate.

How the ABS adapted and rose to the COVID-19 challenge
One such agency is the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Appreciating the critical need for new and accurate
statistics to inform governments and the community about the impacts of the spread of COVID-19, they
immediately set up, in the words of Chief Statistician Dr David Gruen, a ‘statistical war room’ to bring together all
the key ABS people to brainstorm and prioritise: “we knew there was more we could offer. We were in a unique
position to provide enormous value by collecting and publishing near real-time information about how individuals
and businesses were responding to the rapidly changing circumstances.”
This was not just technical work – the ABS could not have achieved its new purpose (the real-time ‘war room’)
without making significant changes in its existing operating model and cultural norms. One Senior Executive, John
Shepherd, described how “we gave permission to generate new ideas, move quickly, bypass the usual committees.
It was like some shackles were lifted”.
There was a pragmatic understanding that had to be an inevitable trade-off between quality and speed; a bolder
attitude about who they approached for data; a pausing of some existing projects; and an agile movement of
resources to where they were most needed. This cultural shift filtered down through the organisation: “Our middle
managers came up with the ideas and ways to make this happen, and then backed their team to deliver it, which
they did in spades. Our SES instilled in their teams a strong belief that they could do this and were very present
and re-assuring in what were some rocky moments. Everyone really rose to the challenge.”
Under enormous pressure the ABS was able to deliver more than 10 new, or more timely, products each month,
including real time COVID-19 household and business surveys data, fortnightly data on jobs and wage impacts,
and a range of interactive maps of relevant health data. This allowed more informed decisions to be made on the
health and economic front. Agencies like the ABS need to continue to deliver while turning their attention to the
next challenge: how do they ensure that this temporary adaptation is not a moment in time response to the crisis?
Too many organisations speak of being ‘good in a crisis,’ and then resort to business as usual with familiar siloes,
fragmentation, safety, and bureaucratic inertia. How in this moment can they lean towards becoming a bit more
‘New’ and a bit less ‘Normal’?
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Components of adaptive leadership
The adaptive leadership framework can offer leaders like David Gruen and his colleagues at the ABS a roadmap
for increasing the likelihood of their systems engaging in successful long-term adaptation. Its nine-part strategy
looks like this:
1.

Articulate a clear orientating purpose

If in a period of great turbulence and uncertainty, we are asking people to reconsider and adapt long-held beliefs,
familiar structures, well-established practices and perhaps even core values, it is critical to connect this to some
authentic, compelling ‘why’ that will resonate and motivate. Too often employees are offered a half-baked rationale
for change and a top-down, rushed trajectory to its implementation. People know when they are being hoodwinked
and ‘being changed’ - and will use voice, exit, or other strategies to avoid adaptation. In contrast, leaders who
engage openly and honestly, listen deeply to people’s concerns and fears, and elicit and absorb their ideas even
while confronting them with inconvenient realities and unpalatable possible futures, have a much better shot a
mobilising collective will and creativity to self-examine, experiment, innovate, learn and, ultimately, adapt. Think of
teachers, health workers and police officers needing to reinvent their crafts as their organisations are seeking (and
needing) to consolidate COVID-19-induced improvisations in their operating models.
2.

Distinguish technical work from adaptive work

COVID-19 harbours technical and adaptive challenges for every policy domain, organisation and profession. The
challenge is to sort out which is which in your specific circumstances. Undertake diagnostic work and figure out
which parts of the overall challenges are technical, and which are adaptive, then create a dual strategy. Technical
work should be addressed within the domain of experts and can be organised using existing structures and
channels. Undertake technical work as efficiently as possible, to free up time, energy and resources to address the
adaptive side of the problem. The adaptive work requires a different strategic approach and mindset. It is neither
simple, lean, or fast, but it is essential for when the crisis knocks loudly on the door of the very premises, taken-forgranted assumptions and value propositions of your organisations.
3.

Maintain sufficient pressure for the system to keep working at it

Our grandparents were right when they said, ‘necessity is the mother of invention.’ Change happens during a crisis
because the heat is high enough to demand movement. Once the intensity of the crisis begins to alleviate, fears
subside and the immediate threat is brought under control, there is a collective sigh of relief and a push for the
normality to resume. When this occurs, a crucial leadership task is to maintain sufficient pressure, or heat, to
continue the adaptive process that is required to not just survive the battle of the moment but to come through the
larger war it is part of or helped unleash. Create processes, with time pressures and retribution-free rules of
engagement, that invite people to speak up and challenge conventional wisdoms and taboos.
4.

Generate systemic sense-making and learning

The capacity to generate deep learning in real time is at the core of an adaptation process. Leaders need to
generate and encourage learning in multiple ways. They can encourage reflective processes, as did one major
police division which has created a regular, facilitated session to step back from the normal operational demands to
do important sense-making and reflection work. This regular ‘pause’ allows them to learn, shift their practice and
innovate amidst the crisis. Allow different and new people and voices to step into the expert role. Listen to ‘softer’
voices in your system, as innovation rarely comes from the centre. One director at a university setting recalled how
in the midst of the initial crisis it was the newest, most junior and quietest member of his team who came up with a
whole new temporary operating model. Initially her idea of setting up 21 small, agile project teams was drowned out
in the noise, but once the director ensured the meeting stopped and listened, she was able to share her
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breakthrough idea. Lastly, share resources and articles to stimulate thinking and develop shared language and
frameworks.
5.

Ensure conflict is productive

Productive conflict of ideas and values is a crucial element of the adaptive process. Bring the differing views, or
factions together to work on a shared problem. Creating a robust and supportive ‘holding environment’ is one of the
key elements to generating adaptation. This is a combination of psychological safety; shared language, purpose
and meaning; clear rules and boundaries; and visibility and engagement of key leaders. Holding environments are
ways of orchestrating and having conflicts in a productive manner. They are buffered by robust rules of
engagement and a joint focus on the ‘real work’ that needs to be undertaken for the system to be able to survive
and thrive. A classic example of doing this even in the midst of an acute international crisis occurred in the Cuban
missile crisis of 1962. US President John Kennedy moved to split his inner circle of national security advisers into
two groups that were given the task of recommending options on what to do in the face of the Soviet build-up of
nuclear launch capacity in Cuba. Absenting himself as much as possible from their deliberations took the power out
of the room. Encouraging both groups to push the envelope in examining the options and forbidding contact
between them meant he would get more unfiltered options on the table than he would normally get in the regular,
large-size, collegiate, leader-centred committee structure.
6.

Create space for working through losses

People don’t avoid change per se, they avoid the loss involved in change; the loss of certainty, resources,
competency or identity. Denying the loss is morally callous and strategically unwise. Leaders needs to support
people through the loss, uncertainty and pain of change. Not only did New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
make a series of fast and decisive decisions to tackle the COVID-19 threat but she has also emotionally connected
and supported the New Zealand people through the stress and uncertainty of the crisis. Choosing to speak live on
Facebook, late at night in her pyjamas after putting her baby to bed, was a tangible way of reaching out and
demonstrating empathy and reinforcing the core message of being in this together.
7.

Encourage experimentation

Create settings for free thinking, where ideas can flow, new things can be tried out. Provide (parts of) your system
with a license to innovate so that it feels supported in maintaining an experimental mindset, allowing them to fail
without fear and learn deeper and faster than usual. People scan their environment and then make a riskassessment on the level of risk they are willing to take. It is called survival. If we want to encourage greater risk
taking, we need to create a conducive environment. As one person recently remarked, “I need to know if my
manager is going to throw me under the bus or stand by me and offer some protection before I’m willing to step out
and take risks.”
8.

Name avoidant patterns of behaviour

The Adaptation processes can be confusing, disorientating and overwhelming when we are in the midst of the
action. Ensuring that people do not get lost in the process and start ‘avoiding’ the core task is essential. It is likely
people will get distracted, or look for ways to reframe the issue, displace responsibility and stall momentum. When
we see this happen remind people of purpose, what is at stake and what is expected. One senior agency executive
described how in the early, critical stages of the pandemic he observed a small, but key, group of middle managers
maintaining an outdated operating mindset and therefore slowing progress and collaboration. He contacted each
manager individually reminding them what was at stake, what was needed and expected from them and addressed
any concerns they had about the operating in the new context. This led to an immediate shift in attitude and
behaviour and key outcomes to be achieved in a timely fashion.\
9.

Moral leadership
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Undertaking adaptation is not just a strategic challenge, it is at its core a moral undertaking. We chose to do this
because we believe something precious is at stake. People’s livelihoods, the safety of our community, the health of
our families, the wellbeing of our employees. One of the key catch phrases of recent months has been: “We’re all in
this together.” This is a moral declaration of fairness, decency, purpose and connection. When we feel we are in it
together the social contract will be strengthened. ‘Be the change you want to see’ is not just a cliché, it is a
strategic leadership imperative. To act on it in the context of a crisis and with your system facing deep adaptive
challenges that it would rather just go away, is not at all easy. We expect honesty, integrity and authenticity from
our leaders and if people see leaders act in ways that contradict or undermine the espoused intentions, those
leaders will quickly lose moral capital, trust and influence. We despise it when we see or suspect hypocrisy from
those with power. When UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s senior advisor Dominic Cummings broke the
lockdown’s ‘we’re all in this together’ social contract, the public’s fury and the immediate loss of trust that resulted
spoke volumes. The contrast with the way Jacinda Ardern has maintained enormous levels of trust through her
moral leadership could hardly be bigger.
The encouraging news is that the ABS is already thinking about the future and this next adaptive phase. It is
unrealistic and inappropriate to think that the ABS can simply maintain its COVID-19 way of working indefinitely. It
will need to figure out what to keep, alter and discard going forward. As one senior manager remarked, “The
cultural change is already sticking. Much of what we have done will most certainly become a permanent part of our
psyche. We now need to come up with a model that will work on a permanent basis.” It is as simple and as difficult
as that.
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